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Abstract: The surface-assisted hierarchical assembly of DNA
origami nanostructures is a promising route to fabricate
regular nanoscale lattices. In this work, the scalability of this
approach is explored and the formation of a homogeneous
polycrystalline DNA origami lattice at the mica-electrolyte
interface over a total surface area of 18.75 cm2 is demon-
strated. The topological analysis of more than 50 individual
AFM images recorded at random locations over the sample
surface showed only minuscule and random variations in the

quality and order of the assembled lattice. The analysis of
more than 450 fluorescence microscopy images of a quantum
dot-decorated DNA origami lattice further revealed a very
homogeneous surface coverage over cm2 areas with only
minor boundary effects at the substrate edges. At total DNA
costs of E 0.12 per cm2, this large-scale nanopatterning
technique holds great promise for the fabrication of func-
tional surfaces.

Introduction

Already around the year 2000, several attempts were published
that aimed at transforming single DNA molecules and larger
DNA nanostructures into metallic nanowires.[1] Since then, DNA-
based nanofabrication has come a long way.[2] In particular the
introduction of DNA origami,[3] which enables the high-yield
synthesis of almost arbitrary nanoscale shapes has stimulated
intense research efforts that, in the last few years, culminated in
numerous strategies for transferring these DNA origami shapes
into various organic[4,5] and inorganic materials.[6,7,8] Although
some of these attempts have resulted in new functional
devices,[8–11] their functionality so far relies on the properties of
either a single nanostructure[8–11] or a random ensemble of
identical nanostructures.[7] Up to now, however, it has been
rather challenging to generate well-defined arrangements of
DNA origami nanostructures and transfer such templates into
functional circuits or lattices with macroscopic dimensions to
enable large-scale device integration.

Large-scale integration of nanostructures into macroscopic
devices requires their controlled arrangement on solid surfaces
to form designed circuits or regular lattices over macroscopic
length scales. For DNA origami nanostructures, this may be
achieved via directed adsorption onto prepatterned

substrates[12] or postadsorption manipulation.[13,14] The former,
however, typically requires rather sophisticated and time-
consuming preprocessing steps that may not be compatible
with subsequent shape transfer. The latter, on the other hand,
typically results only in rather limited control over placement
and orientation of each individual DNA origami nanostructure
in larger arrangements.

As a rather straightforward method for the controlled
arrangement of DNA nanostructures into highly regular 2D
lattices, surface-assisted hierarchical self-assembly is receiving
increasing attention.[5,15,16–24] Here, DNA nanostructures are
adsorbed on mica surfaces or lipid bilayers under conditions
that result in sufficient surface diffusion to enable their dynamic
rearrangement (see Figure 1a). In this way, they can accommo-
date incoming DNA nanostructures from solution and optimize
their packing on the surface, finally forming a close-packed
monolayer whose symmetry is completely dictated by the
shape of the employed DNA nanostructures, while the crystal
lattice of the underlying mica surface does not seem to play an
important role.[22] Such monolayers, which have already been
used to direct the adsorption of different functional species into
regular lattices,[5,16,17,21] typically consist of highly-ordered crystal-
lites up to a few microns in size. However, these individual
crystallites are also close-packed and make up a polycrystalline
lattice that can easily reach tens and hundreds of square
microns.[20] While DNA lattices of an astonishingly high order
and regularity can be obtained under optimized assembly
conditions,[20,23] the lattice quality is highly sensitive toward
experimental conditions and sample handling procedures. In
particular, sample washing and drying may result in serious
lattice damage, for instance from the crystallization of residual
salt at the surface or removal of stabilizing cations from the
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Figure 1. a) Schematic representation of the surface-assisted hierarchical
assembly of DNA origami lattices. b) Photograph of the 7.5×2.5 cm2 mica
substrate.
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DNA-mica interface.[16] Furthermore, previous studies have
typically employed rather small mica substrates with dimen-
sions ranging from 2 to about 15 mm[16,18,24] and analyzed only
atomic force microscopy (AFM) snapshots few μm in
size.[5,16,18,20,22–24] Therefore, it is unclear how well this strategy
can be scaled up to large substrates in the centimeter range
and how homogeneous the resulting lattices will be over these
macroscopic length scales. Nevertheless, homogeneous surface
coverage is an important prerequisite for numerous technolog-
ical applications and has thus been a constant driver of
innovation in other surface coating techniques such as layer-by-
layer assembly for many years.[25]

In this work, we thus explore the scalability of surface-
assisted hierarchical DNA origami assembly and demonstrate
the formation of a homogeneous DNA origami lattice on mica
over a total surface area of 18.75 cm2 (see Figure 1b). Lattice
order is assessed using AFM and quantified based on an
automated topological analysis[23] of AFM images recorded at
different positions, demonstrating that essentially the same
degree of order is obtained over the entire surface area.
Furthermore, using quantum dot (QD) decoration of the
assembled DNA origami lattice, lattice homogeneity over the
entire surface area is mapped by fluorescence microscopy,
which reveals the high uniformity of DNA origami packing and
coverage over centimeter length scales. At total DNA costs of
E 0.12 per cm2, DNA origami lattice assembly thus may enable
the homogeneous nanopatterning of macroscopic surfaces with
real-world applications.

Results and Discussion

In order to assemble DNA origami lattices over macroscopic
length scales, we employed an established protocol that was
optimized in one of our previous studies by monitoring the
dynamics of DNA origami lattice assembly in situ by high-speed
AFM.[20] It relies on the exchange of Mg2+ salt bridges at the
mica-DNA interface by Na+ ions, which results in enhanced
surface mobility of the DNA origami triangles and the formation
of a hexagonally ordered lattice. While maintaining the
originally reported ion concentrations, i. e., 10 mM Mg2+ and
75 mM Na+, we reduced the DNA origami concentration slightly
from 3 nM to 2 nM to save material. However, since the further
application of the assembled lattices in molecular lithography
will most likely involve the washing and possibly drying of the
sample,[5,21] we also aimed at minimizing any negative influence
on lattice homogeneity and regularity resulting from these
processing steps. To this end, we incubated the sample after
lattice assembly for another hour in 10 mM Ni2+-containing
buffer. Because of their high binding affinities, Ni2+ ions can
replace both Mg2+ and Na+ from the mica-DNA interface and
thereby firmly attach the DNA origami nanostructures at their
lattice positions to the mica surface.[18,21]

Figure 2a shows a 5×5 μm2 AFM image of the assembled
DNA origami lattice recorded at a random location on the 7.5×
2.5 cm2 mica surface. The polycrystalline microstructure of the
lattice is apparent from the corresponding Delaunay triangu-

lation depicted in Figure 2b. In particular, single-crystalline
domains with dimensions of several hundred nanometers can
be observed that are separated by defect-rich grain boundaries

Figure 2. a) Representative AFM image (5×5 μm2) with corresponding 2D
FFT (inset) of the DNA origami lattice assembled on the mica surface. b)
Delaunay triangulation of the lattice shown in a). c) A 0.75×0.75 μm2 zoom
of a single-crystalline lattice grain (left) and the corresponding 2D FFT (right),
respectively.
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(see Figure 2a,b). These defects can be zero-, one-, and two-
dimensional and occur upon incorporation of partially folded
DNA origami monomers from solution, when the boundaries of
two growing crystallites come into contact, or during lattice
rearrangements required to anneal existing defects or accom-
modate incoming monomers.[20] Furthermore, DNA origami
triangles are adsorbed on top of the assembled lattice. Such
random deposition is often observed in the dry state,[5,16] while
in-situ AFM images recorded in liquid show no indications of
multilayer build-up under otherwise comparable
conditions.[20,23,24] We thus believe that these artefacts occur
during sample washing when a meniscus moving across the
surface randomly deposits residual DNA origami nanostructures
from solution.[14] In combination with scan artefacts, which
cannot completely be avoided at such a large scan sizes, these
features result in a rather poorly defined 2D Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT). As shown in the inset in Figure 2a, the whole
FFT is very noisy and does not display the intricate and complex
symmetry obtained from smaller AFM images recorded under
liquid conditions.[20,23] Only for zooms of individual single-
crystalline grains such as the one shown in Figure 2c, rather
well-defined FFTs with clearly identifiable hexagonal symmetry
can be obtained, which nevertheless suffer from drying and
scanning artefacts.

To obtain a more reliable measure of lattice quality, we thus
followed the more direct approach of topological pattern
analysis, which is less affected by the artefacts mentioned
above. Applying a previously established method,[23] the
coordinates of the centers of the DNA origami triangles in the
lattice were determined and further used to derive a Delaunay
triangulation of the lattice (see Figure 2b). From this triangu-
lation, we have calculated two topological parameters (see

Figure S2), namely the variance of the distribution of nearest
neighbors (μ2) and the relative proportion of DNA origami
triangles with exactly 6 neighbors (p6). According to Lemaitre
et al.,[26] these two parameters are related by

m2 ¼ 2pp2
6

� �
�1, if p6 < 0:7 ðsolid line in Figure 3aÞ (1)

m2 ¼ 1 � p6, if p6 > 0:7 ðdashed line in Figure 3aÞ (2)

Using this approach, we can quantify lattice order, packing,
and homogeneity in a statistical manner over length scales
accessible by AFM, i. e., 25 μm2 in the present case. Over such
micrometer length scales, μ2 and p6 will mostly be governed by
intrinsic growth kinetics, i. e., the size of the crystallites, and
defect dynamics.[20] Over macroscopic centimeter length scales,
however, external processing conditions may result in addi-
tional inhomogeneities, for instance due to variations in the
local concentration, liquid volume, or temperature, as well as
from inhomogeneous washing and drying.[16]

In Figure 3a, we show the Lemaitre plot of the data points
calculated from 53 individual AFM images recorded at different
locations on the 7.5×2.5 cm2 mica surface (blue). The fact that
the points do not fall onto the straight dashed line (Figure 3a)
means that the packing is not perfect, as a purely hexagonal
packing would shift the points towards p6!1 and μ2!0. As can
be seen in the zoom in Figure 3b, the data points also do not
fall exactly on top of the solid line. This is due to the errors
made in the calculation for the points at the boundaries of the
AFM images (see Figure 2b). Nevertheless, the obtained values
lie right within the range expected for polycrystals. A remark-
able feature of the data shown in Figure 3a,b concerns the
variation between the individual data points, which is surpris-

Figure 3. a) Lemaitre’s plot for all the data to show the exact location of the experiment (blue dots). The solid and dashed curves follow Eqs. (1) and (2),
respectively. For comparison, the regions of location of other natural and artificial patterns are indicated in the plot. b) Same as panel a) but zoomed and
aggregated as a heat map. c) Heat map of the mica surface, linking the obtained p6 values to the locations of the corresponding AFM images.
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ingly small and thus indicates that the corresponding locations
on the mica surface all share almost the same degree of order.

Quantitatively, the obtained p6 values range from 0.36 to
0.42 and are thus in perfect agreement with the ones
determined in situ for smaller substrates under equivalent
conditions.[23] This indicates that the DNA origami triangles
randomly deposited on the top of the formed lattice during
washing and drying do not contribute significantly to this
topological analysis. Furthermore, other self-organized nano-
patterns such as ion bombardment-induced nanofoams and
nanohole patterns on silicon surfaces typically show lower p6

values in the range from ~0.2 to ~0.3,[27] which means that
those systems display a lower degree of order than our lattice.

In order to develop a better understanding of the variation
of lattice order over the entire mica surface, we have created a
heat map that links the obtained p6 values to the locations of
the corresponding AFM images. As can be seen in Figure 3c,
the distribution of the p6 values over the entire surface area
appears to be rather random and does not exhibit any
systematic variations or trends such as boundary or edge
effects. This is proof of the high homogeneity of the self-
assembled DNA origami lattice, which displays essentially the
same degree of order over the entire 18.75 cm2 mica surface. In
other words, order extends to areas containing hundreds of
billions of DNA origami triangles.

However, AFM only provides snapshots of rather small
surface areas with dimensions of a few micrometers and thus
does not allow the entire sample surface to be mapped.
Therefore, we have next turned to fluorescence microscopy to

evaluate the homogeneity of the assembled DNA origami
lattice over the full 18.75 cm2. To this end, another lattice was
assembled at a mica substrate of the same size using the same
protocol as before but DNA origami triangles featuring two
biotinylated staple strands. The assembled DNA origami lattice
was then exposed to streptavidin-coated QDs. Because of the
small distance between the neighboring biotin modifications,
each DNA origami could bind just one QD (see Figure S1 and
the inset in Figure 4a). As can be seen in the AFM image in
Figure 4a, the QDs are indeed preferentially located on top of
the DNA origami lattice. The QD coverage is rather homoge-
neous over micrometer length scales and an average QD
binding yield of 52.8�3.6% was determined based on 580
individual DNA origami triangles analyzed in six AFM images
that were recorded at six random positions on the sample
surface. This comparatively low binding yield can be attributed
to the fact that the DNA origami triangles can adsorb face-up or
face-down, while only one face displays the biotin modifica-
tions. The T4 spacers apparently are too short to enable the
efficient threading of the buried biotin modifications through
the DNA origami triangle,[28] so that the QDs can only bind to
those triangles, which are adsorbed with their biotin modifica-
tions pointing upward.

The fluorescence of the DNA origami-bound QDs was then
mapped by recording 456 images 394×291 μm2 in size
(1500 μm spacing between neighboring images). Applying the
average fluorescence intensity of each image, a heat map
covering the entire sample surface was generated. As can be
seen in Figure 4b, the fluorescence intensity of the QD-

Figure 4. a) AFM image (2.5×2.5 μm2) of the QD-decorated DNA origami lattice. The inset shows a scheme of the DNA origami triangle with a bound QD. b)
Heat maps of the QD-decorated DNA origami lattice depicted in the AFM image in a) and a DNA-free control sample after random QD adsorption showing
the lateral variation of the QD fluorescence intensities over almost the entire 7.5×2.5 cm2 surfaces (~7×2 cm2 area imaged as the areas close to the edges of
the mica substrate were neglected). c) Histograms of the recorded fluorescence intensities for the samples shown in b). For each sample, 456 fluorescence
microscopy images have been analyzed.
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decorated DNA origami lattice is rather homogeneously dis-
tributed over the full 18.75 cm2 surface. The only apparent
inhomogeneities are a streak of lower intensity in the center
and two high-intensity regions right at the edges of the sample.
We attribute both inhomogeneities to the difficulties experi-
enced when manually handling such large samples, in particular
during washing steps. For instance, the meniscus-mediated
random deposition of residual DNA origami triangles from
solution on top of the assembled lattice during washing (see
above) can be expected to be enhanced at the sample edges
where droplets are easily trapped. Since these DNA origami also
carry biotin modification, enhanced QD binding will occur in
the corresponding areas. On the other hand, non-specific QD
deposition may also be enhanced close to the sample edges by
the same effect.

We have also mapped an identically treated control sample
without DNA origami lattice that showed only random QD
adsorption. Here, the fluorescence intensities, in general, are
much lower than for the sample with DNA origami lattice (see
Figure 4b). This is particularly obvious when comparing the
histograms of the fluorescence intensities displayed in Figure 4c
and emphasizes that the QDs were indeed specifically binding
to the biotin modification on the DNA origami triangles instead
of adsorbing non-specifically at the mica surface. Interestingly,
the control sample also showed some high-intensity spots at its
edges, which further hints at inhomogeneous sample washing
resulting in non-specific QD deposition at the sample edges.

Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated the surface-assisted
assembly of a polycrystalline DNA origami lattice over a
macroscopic surface area of 18.75 cm2. The topological analysis
of more than 50 AFM images recorded at random locations all
over the sample surface showed only minuscule and random
variations in the quality and order of the assembled lattice. The
homogeneity of DNA origami lattice assembly over the entire
surface area was assessed by imaging more than 450 locations/
sample with fluorescence microscopy, using biotin-modified
DNA origami nanostructures for the selective binding of
streptavidin-coated QDs. While the results of these measure-
ments revealed a very homogeneous surface coverage over cm2

areas, some minor inhomogeneities were nevertheless ob-
served, mostly at the sample edges. These inhomogeneities
probably result from the difficulties in the manual handling of
such comparatively large samples, in particular during sample
washing. Such problems may be overcome in the future by
employing automated sample handling systems such as dip
coaters.

In order to assemble DNA origami lattices with hexagonal
symmetry over macroscopic length scales, we employed a well-
established protocol previously optimized for smaller surface
areas and simply included an additional fixation step to
minimize washing and drying artefacts. Since the employed
protocol is rather similar to other protocols that have been
used for the assembly of various DNA origami nanostructures

into lattices with different geometries,[18,22,24] we believe that
lattices of similar size can be obtained with this approach also
from various other DNA origami shapes. Furthermore, the
applied protocol should also be compatible with the cross-
linking of the individual DNA origami nanostructures in the
lattice via attractive interactions such as blunt-end-stacking[18]

or sticky-end hybridization.[19] This may be exploited in future
implementations of this approach and in particular enable the
transfer of the assembled DNA origami lattices from mica to
technologically more relevant substrates such as silicon.[22,23]

For the fabrication of an 18.75 cm2 DNA origami lattice, we
used in total 2 pmol DNA origami triangles, including excess
DNA origami nanostructures that were washed away after
lattice assembly. At a current price of E 0.794 per pmol, this
amounts to E 1.59 for the M13mp18 scaffold. The Rothemund
triangle contains in total 7194 staple nt and folding was
performed at 10-fold excess of staples to scaffold. Therefore, a
total 143.88 nmol staple nt was required for the fabrication of
the DNA origami lattice, which at an average rate of E 0.005
per nmol nt amounts to E 0.72. The total costs for the synthetic
and genomic DNA required for the fabrication of an 18.75 cm2

DNA origami lattice hence amount to about E 2.31, correspond-
ing to E 0.12 per cm2. Remarkably, this value is comparable to
the costs of binary reticles employed in photolithography,
which contribute $ 0.003–$ 0.61 per cm2 to each wafer
exposure.[29] Our work thus demonstrates not only the possi-
bility of fabricating homogeneous DNA origami lattices over
macroscopic surface areas of several cm2, but also its economic
feasibility. The surface-assisted assembly of DNA origami lattices
therefore represents a promising approach to large-scale sur-
face patterning with many potential applications in materials
science and surface engineering.

Experimental Section
DNA origami folding and lattice assembly: Rothemund triangles[3]

were folded as described previously[24] by folding the 7,249 nt
M13mp18 scaffold (Tilibit) in 1× TAE buffer (Carl Roth) containing
10 mM MgCl2 (Sigma-Aldrich) via hybridization with 208 staple
strands (Metabion). The folded DNA origami triangles were purified
by spin filtering using Amicon Ultra filters with 100 kDa MWCO
(Millipore) and the resulting DNA origami concentration deter-
mined using an IMPLEN NanoPhotometer P 330. This assembly
protocol typically yields �90% of correctly folded and structurally
intact DNA origami triangles as determined by AFM.[30]

For a 7.5 cm×2.5 cm DNA origami lattice, 1 ml solution was used
containing 2 nM DNA origami triangles in 1× TAE buffer with
10 mM MgCl2 and 75 mM NaCl (Sigma-Aldrich). The solution was
gently and evenly deposited onto the freshly cleaved mica surface
(grade V1, Ted Pella) and incubated for 2 h. After incubation, the
mica surface was rinsed several times with 1× TAE buffer
containing 10 mM MgCl2. Immediately after rinsing, 1× TAE buffer
containing 10 mM NiCl2 (Sigma-Aldrich) was deposited on the mica
surface. After incubation for 1 h, the surface was rinsed several
times with HPLC-grade water (VWR) and blow-dried in a stream of
ultrapure air.

For the assembly of the quantum dot (QD)-modified lattice, two
neighboring staple strands in the DNA origami triangle were
extended by single-stranded T4 spacer sequences, which protruded
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from the DNA origami surface and displayed biotin modifications at
their distal ends (see table S1 and Figure S1). After DNA origami
lattice assembly, a 10 nM solution of streptavidin-coated QDs
(QDot™ 605 streptavidin conjugate, Thermo Scientific) in 1× TAE
buffer containing 10 mM MgCl2 was deposited on the sample
surface. After incubation for 2 h in the dark, the surface was rinsed
with HPLC-grade water and blow-dried in a stream of ultrapure air.

AFM imaging and image analysis: The DNA origami lattices were
imaged in air by AFM (Dimension Icon, Bruker) in ScanAsyst mode
using ScanAsyst-Air cantilevers (Bruker). AFM images were recorded
with scan sizes of 5×5 μm2 with a resolution of 1024 px×1024 px.
The AFM images were preprocessed in Gwyddion[31] using mean
plane subtraction and row alignment by a 1st degree polynomial.
The color range was set to automatic with tails cut off. Automated
analysis of the preprocessed AFM images was performed as
described previously.[23]

Fluorescence microscopy: The QD-decorated DNA origami lattice
and DNA-free control sample were characterized by a fluorescence
microplate reader (Cytation 3 Cell Imaging Multi-Mode Reader,
BioTek Instruments) equipped with a 20× objective. The
fluorescence micrographs were acquired using an excitation wave-
length of 586 nm and emission wavelength of 647 nm. The size of
each image was 394×291 μm2 with a resolution of 1224 px×904
px. Both the vertical and horizontal spacings between the
neighboring images were 1500 μm (large-scale maps of the
imaging locations are shown in Figure S3). The average intensity of
each image was calculated as a mean value of all pixels.
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